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Think back to some of your greatest life memories and chances are somewhere in the background there's been an Igloo cooler.  From 

summer days at the beach with the family to the kids soccer games to a weekend on the boat, Igloo has been there for over 70 years.

Our 2020 line addresses the changing world we live in today - from our fast paced lifestyles to our awakened sense of sustainability 

of our planet and it's natural resources. To that end check out our new RECOOL® cooler! RECOOL® offers an alternative to styrofoam 

and provides an ECO friendly option of keeping things cool.  We are celebrating our legacy in our Throwback collection by revisiting 

some awesome vintage styles like the Picnic Basket.  We continue to innovate by expanding our heavy duty, but light weight BMX line.  

We've given our soft coolers a face lift while featuring PVC-free materials, demonstrating our commitment to quality, health and our 

environment.  You'll notice the complete overhaul on our brand identity. We've dropped the hut icon & consolidated to one single Igloo 

logo.  After many consumer focus groups and decision tree testing, we have updated and improved our labeling & P.O.P.  We have 

also collaborated with artists to celebrate over 45 years of the most iconic cooler in the world the Igloo Playmate!

For all the fun times life brings in the coming year, we offer you a line of products that is fun, durable and accessible with many 

products still made in the USA!!!  We thank you for allowing Igloo to be part of your adventures.
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Born from a modest metalworking 
shop back in 1947, Igloo® has 
been instrumental in redefining 
how we live, work and play. What 
began with bringing clean water 
to the worksite quickly moved into 
super-functional, best in class 
ice chests. Igloo products made 
the family outdoor recreation 
movement of the 20th century 
possible. Suddenly, taking your 
kids camping on the weekend 
became easy and cross-country 
roadtrips became a summer 
vacation staple.
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HARD SIDES
Whether you’re taking a day-trip to the beach, having a weekend 
adventure in the woods, or simply entertaining friends and family  
at home, you can count on Igloo® to have a cooler to fit every need.
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RECOOL



RECOOL

Styrofoam is a trademark name (1947, Dow Chemical Co.) for polystyrene 
& expanded polystyrene (EPS). It’s made from a petroleum-based plastic. 

EPS will never 100% biodegrade. Estimates vary for the breakdown of 
polystyrene (depending on size) from a few years to as much as 1 million.

Americans throw away 25 billion EPS coffee cups every year. Every day 
there are enough EPS cups produced to circle the earth if lined up end to 
end.

While it can be recycled, there are very few plants that have the capability 
of processing EPS & very little market for post-consumer EPS. 

By volume, polystyrene products fill up 25 to 30 percent of landfill space 
around the world.

When exposed to sunlight, polystyrene creates harmful air 
pollutants which contaminate landfills and deplete the ozone layer. 

Due to the environmental impact, many cities and countries have 
implemented a ban on the commercial use of polystyrene.

Pulp originated in China several thousand years ago when bamboo 
soaked in limewater was pounded into pulp for use in making paper, 
masks, kites, and models.

Benefits of using molded Pulp: reusable, compostable, friendly to the 
environment, provides cushion and protection & endless possibilities for 
design & use.

AKD, Natural waxes and binders can be added for stability of finished 
products. For some products this means being able to withstand fluid 
leakage for weeks. 

Recycling 1 ton of paper to create pulp saves: 
 -15 trees
 -71 gallons of oil
 -7,000 gallons of water
 -601 kilowatts of power
 -4.6 cubic yards of landfill space
Experts say molded pulp products will naturally biodegrade wherever we 
throw them within 2 years.

A recent study by Pew Research Center indicates that millennials in 
adulthood are the most “sustainable” generation to date. These young 
adults are:
 -More likely to support strict environmental   policies and 
regulations
 -80% prefer to work for sustainable employers
 -Will pay more for eco-friendly products

Here’s a list of some major cities that have completely or partially banned 
Styrofoam, compiled by Groundswell.
1. New York City (and several other cities in New York)
2. Takoma Park, MD
3. Seattle, Washington
4. Washington DC
5. Miami Beach, FL
6. Portland & Freeport Maine
7. Nantucket (City & County), Massachusetts
8. Minneapolis, Minnesota
9. San Marcos, TX
10. Portland, Oregon (and several other Oregon cities)
11. Los Angeles County and San Francisco, California (and many other      
cities and counties in CA)

Bans in other countries: Manila, Philippines; Toronto, Canada; Paris, 
France; and Taiwan

POLYSTYRENE FACTSPULP FACTS

POLYSTYRENE BANS
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RECOOL

RECOOL®

• Made out of *compostable & biodegradable materials: Recycled 
paper + AKD (alkyl ketene dimer)

• Reusable- empty water & let air dry 
• Lid: 4 Molded-in cup holders & a center handle with Igloo logo 
• Body: Molded-in side handles for ease when carrying
• Water Retention: Up to 5 Days
• Ice Retention: Up to 12 Hours
• Made in the U.S.A.
• Patent Pending

26030 

Standard 
Shipper

26032
Display
Shipper

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 20 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Ext. Dims: L 15 × W 11 × H 11.375 inches
Ship. Dims: L 16.125 × W 12.125 × H 46.5 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

PULP FACTS
Benefits of Using Molded Pulp:
Reusable, compostable, friendly to the environment.  Provides 
temperature regulation, cushion, and protection for endless uses.

Product breaks down into carbon dioxide, water, and biomass in 
the natural environment. The EPA states the process can take 
anywhere from 2 months to 2 years.

AKD, Natural waxes and binders added for stability and 
waterproofing.

Due to production method, no two products are alike and may 
vary in texture or color. Particles and spots may be visible on or 
embedded in product.

The Recool ® Cooler is manufactured from recycled paper pulp 
in a facility that also makes non-recyclable products. While we 
take steps to minimize the risk of cross contamination, we cannot 
guarantee that the cooler may not contain non-recyclable plastics 
or other materials as a result of cross-contamination from the 
process to create the pulp or the manufacturing process.

The World’s First Eco-Friendly Cooler
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Throwback

25 Quarts / 23 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48537 - Dark Jade / Bold Magenta

4 Quarts / 3 Liters / 6 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 48535 - Dark Jade / White

• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying capability
• Trademarked tent-top design
• Original side push button release
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents

rETro PLaYMaTE® MINI rETro 24 QT. PIcNIc cooLEr

• Full-sized chest with one-handed carrying convenience
• Durable, impact-resistant extended life hinges
• Molded-in side handles for comfortable carrying
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Mission

Mission 50 Mission 72 Mission 124

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 4 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 5 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 8 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid

50 Quarts / 47 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48494 – Space Gray
Ext. Dims: L 27.8 × W 14.6 × H 15.0 inches
Int. Dims: L 23.6 × W 11.6 × H 10.6 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

72 Quarts / 68 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48495 – Olive Drab
Ext. Dims: L 29.8 × W 16.7 × H 17.5 inches
Int. Dims: L 25.6 × W 13.0 × H 12.4 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

124 Quarts / 117 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48496 – Ocean Glass
Ext. Dims: L 35.4 × W 19.7 × H 20.7 inches
Int. Dims: L 30.6 × W 15.5 × H 14.9 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Leeward

Leeward 50 Leeward 72 Leeward 124

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 4 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Non-slip, heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down 

brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid
• Non-slip rubber feet
• Body brackets for corner protection and additional durability
• Wire basket and cutting board included

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 5 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Non-slip, heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down 

brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid
• Non-slip rubber feet
• Body brackets for corner protection and additional durability
• Wire basket and cutting board included

• Ultratherm® insulated body and lid provide up to 8 days ice 
retention*

• Food grade silicone rubber lid gasket
• Lockable lid for security
• FDA approved food grade liner
• 2-way tie down points for secure transport
• Oversized latches for secure lid closure
• Fast/slow dual drain release function
• Non-slip, heavy duty grab handles with integrated tie-down 

brackets
• Fish ruler molded into lid
• Non-slip rubber feet
• Body brackets for corner protection and additional durability
• Wire basket and cutting board included

50 Quarts / 47 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48491 – White
Ext. Dims: L 27.8 × W 14.6 × H 15.0 inches
Int. Dims: L 23.6 × W 11.6 × H 10.6 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test condition

72 Quarts / 68 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48492 – White
Ext. Dims: L 29.8 × W 16.7 × H 17.5 inches
Int. Dims: L 25.6 × W 13.0 × H 12.4 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

124 Quarts / 117 Liters
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 48493 – White
Ext. Dims: L 35.4 × W 19.7 × H 20.7 inches
Int. Dims: L 30.6 × W 15.5 × H 14.9 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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IMX

IMX 70IMX 24

• Injection molded construction with UV inhibitors
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Durable marine grade rubberized lid latches to lock in the cold
• Self-stopping integrated lid hinge detent keeps the lid open even on 

high seas
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 

cooler body from hot surfaces
• Anti-skid feet on base keeps the cooler stable and secure on smooth 

surfaces
• Lockable lid loops for maximum security using standard size lock 

also allow extra gear to be tied to the cooler for easy transport
• Stainless steel locking plate and bottle opener
• 5-year warranty

• Injection molded construction with UV inhibitors
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Durable marine grade rubberized lid latches to lock in the cold
• Self-stopping integrated lid hinge detent keeps the lid open even on 

high seas
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 

cooler body from hot surfaces
• Anti-skid feet on base keeps the cooler stable and secure on smooth 

surfaces
• Lockable lid loops for maximum security using standard size lock 

also allow extra gear to be tied to the cooler for easy transport
• Stainless steel locking plate and bottle opener
• 5-year warranty

49829 
DI: 149829
White / 
Moonscape

49830 
DI: 149830
White / 
Moonscape

50035
Moss / 
Light Moss

50036
Moss / 
Light Moss

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 105 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 31.1 × W 20.3 × H 17.7 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 26.6 × W 14.4 × H 12 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 24.5 × W 13.2 × H 12 inches

24 Quarts / 22 Liters / 35 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 24.41 × W 16.14 × H 16.14 inches
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BMX

BMX 52 BMX 72BMX 25

• Heavy duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and insulated lid for best-in-category cooling 

performance
• Holds ice 5 days at 90°F*
• Rubberized T-latches secure lid closure and lock in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Swing-up handles with stainless steel reinforcement and rubber 

grips provide premium touch points
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-

slip, easy-grip stainless steel tethered cap
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling 

performance
• 3 Year Warranty

• Heavy duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and lockable insulated lid for best-in-

category cooling performance
• Holds ice 5 days at 90°F*
• Rubberized T-latches secure lid closure and lock in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Swing-up handles with stainless steel reinforcement and rubber 

grips provide premium touch points
• Threaded drain plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-

slip, easy-grip stainless steel tethered cap
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling 

performance
• 3 Year Warranty

• Heavy duty blow-molded construction for added durability
• Extra-thick foam walls and insulated lid for best-in-category cooling 

performance
• Holds ice 4 days at 90°F*
• Rubberized T-latches secure lid closure and lock in the cold
• Oversized hinges and stainless steel screws extend product life
• Triple point grab handle with stainless steel reinforcement and 

rubber grip provide premium touch points
• Skid pads add extra layer of corner protection
• Fish ruler and four tie-down points on the lid for added convenience
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling 

performance
• 3 Year Warranty

49782
DI: 149782
Carbonite / 
Fiesta Blue

49783
DI: 149783
Carbonite / 
Fiesta Blue

49973
DI: 149973
Carbonite / 
Fiesta Blue

50034
Seal Gray / 
Carbonite

52 Quarts / 49 Liters / 83 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 26.159 × W 16.411 × H 16.06 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

72 Quarts / 68 Liters / 101 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 32.19 × W 17.34 × H 16.82 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 37 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 19.6 × W 13.2 × H 15.7 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 15.07 × W 8.562 × H 11.6 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 14.48 × W 7.97 × H 11.6 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

50032
Seal Gray / 
Carbonite

50030
Seal Gray / 
Carbonite
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TrailmaTe

TrailmaTe® JOUrNeY TrailmaTe® mariNe

• Ultratherm® insulated body & lid provide 4 day ice retention performance*
• Glide™ horizontal, locking telescoping handle reduces towing effort by 50% 
• Oversized 10” Never-Flat Wheels tackle sand and other challenging terrain with superior traction 

and ease 
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating away from hot surfaces
• Aluminum telescoping handle and skid rails are lightweight and rust-resistant 
• Stainless Steel screws are rust-resistant and durable
• Tie-down loops allow you to utilize the cooler to haul towels, chairs, and more
• Water-resistant storage keeps essentials like mobile phone & keys handy and dry
• Exterior Storage Pocket provides easy access to sunscreen, bug spray, and other essentials
• Bottle Opener available at your fingertips when you need another cold one
• Four self-draining cup holders keep drinks within arms reach
• Butler Tray utilizes the telescoping handle for serving, and it stores under the lid when not in use
• Threaded Drain Plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-slip, easy-grip tethered cap
• Suspended interior food basket keeps items cold, yet dry
• Accessory Holders and Mounts secure fishing rods or beach umbrella
• Mobile device stand allows you to park your device off the ground for easy viewing

• Ultratherm™ insulated body and lid provide 4-day ice retention performance*
• Glide™ horizontal, locking telescoping handle reduces towing effort by 50% 
• Oversized 10” Never-Flat Wheels traverse uneven surfaces with ease while the non-marking tread is ideal for boat 

decks
• Cool Riser Technology™ – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Aluminum telescoping handle and skid rails are lightweight and rust-resistant 
• Stainless Steel screws are rust-resistant and durable
• Tie-Down Loops allow you to utilize the cooler to haul your towels, quad chairs, and more
• Lockable, Water-Resistant Storage with anti-leak gasket keeps pocket-sized essentials handy and dry
• Two Bottle Openers are at your fingertips when you’re ready to enjoy another refreshment
• Self-draining Cup Holders keep your cold ones in arm’s reach
• Butler Tray utilizes the telescoping handle for serving snacks and drinks, and it stores under the lid when not in use
• Exterior Storage Pocket provides easy access to sunscreen, bug spray, and other essentials
• Threaded Drain Plug is garden hose compatible and features a non-slip, easy-grip tethered cap 
• Accessory Holders and Mounts secure fishing rods or beach umbrella 
• Mobile Device Stand allows you to park your mobile device off the ground for easy access and viewing
• Wire Basket keeps food cold yet dry
• Antimicrobial treated liner inhibits stains and odors caused by bacteria, easing cleanup and extending product life
• Comfort grip swing-up handle works in conjunction with closed telescoping handle for lifting and loading/unloading70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 112 Cans

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34491 – Meteorite / Moonscape / Chrome
Ext. Dims: L 34.59 × W 19.7 × H 23.61 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 112 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34492 – White / Stratos Gray / Chrome
Ext. Dims: L 34.59 × W 19.7 × H 23.61 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Party

• Ultratherm™ insulated body for long-lasting ice retention
• Elevated base for easier reaching into cooler
• Heavy-duty locking casters for ready-to-roll transportability
• Removable drink dividers and separate bottle/wine caddy keep your 

refreshments organized 
• Handy stainless steel bottle opener with catch bin for caps
• Removable lid transforms the cooler into an open-air beverage tub
• Utility loops hold towels, trash bags and more
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-

drain performance
• Cool Riser Technology™ improves cooling performance by elevating 

away from hot surfaces
• Heavy-duty swing-up side handles facilitate moving the cooler
• Can be removed from base and wheels for use as a conventional 

cooler

• LED lights powered by LiddUp® Technology illuminate the inside of the 
cooler so party goers can find what they want even in the dark

• Ultratherm™ insulated body for long-lasting ice retention
• Elevated base for easier reaching into cooler
• Heavy-duty locking casters for ready-to-roll transportability
• Removable drink dividers and separate bottle/wine caddy keep your 

refreshments organized 
• Handy stainless steel bottle opener with catch bin for caps
• Removable lid transforms the cooler into an open-air beverage tub
• Utility loops hold towels, trash bags and more
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-drain 

performance
• Cool Riser Technology™ improves cooling performance by elevating away 

from hot surfaces
• Heavy-duty swing-up side handles facilitate moving the cooler
• Can be removed from base and wheels for use as a conventional cooler

• Foam insulated body keeps beverages and snacks cold 
and will not “sweat” like unlined tubs

• Cool Riser Technology™ improves cooling performance by 
elevating away from hot surfaces

• Ergonomic handle shape and wide grip for easy carrying
• Triple-snap leak-resistant drain plug allows easy 

draining of melted ice
• Made of durable and easy-to-clean polypropylene
• “Nestable” design for easy storage or display

Party Bar™ Party Bar™ POWErED By LIDDUPParty BUCKEt™

125 Quarts / 118 Liters / 158 Cans (w/dividers)
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 39.1 × W 21.8 × H 26.9 inches

125 Quarts / 118 Liters / 158 Cans (w/dividers)
Case Pack: 1
Ext. Dims: L 39.1 × W 21.8 × H 26.9 inches
Avail: SHIPS THROUGH MAY 2020

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters
Case Pack: 4
Ext. Dims: L 20 × W 16 × H 12.25 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 16.75 × W 14 × H 9 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 12.938 × W 9.25 × H 9 inches

34413
Stratos Gray

49271
Silver / Black

49453
Black / Silver

49724
Red Star
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Full Size

POlAR 120 QuiCK & COOl 150

• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Reinforced swing-up handles for versatile carrying/loading 
• Dual snap-fit latches keep contents secure during transportation
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-drain 

performance

• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 7 days*
• Quick-access hatch provides convenient access, keeping contents 

colder for longer 
• Reinforced swing-up handles for versatile carrying/loading 
• Dual snap-fit latches keep contents secure during transportation
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-

drain performance120 Quarts / 113 Liters / 188 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 44577 – White
Ext. Dims: L 38.31 × W 17.38 × H 17.75 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 34.69 × W 14.88 × H 13.25 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 33 × W 13.25 × H 13.25 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

150 Quarts / 142 Liters / 248 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 44363 – White
Ext. Dims: L 41.63 × W 18.69 × H 20.25 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

QuiCK & COOl 100

• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Quick-access hatch provides convenient access, keeping contents 

colder for longer 
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature for versatile 

carrying/loading 
• Dual snap-fit latches keep contents secure during transportation
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-drain 

performance 

100 Quarts / 95 Liters / 145 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 11442 – White
Ext. Dims: L 35.25 × W 17.38 × H 16.75 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 31.31 × W 14.88 × H 12.19 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 30.19 × W 13.31 × H 12.19 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Full Size

GliDe PRO 110 MAXCOlD 165

• Horizontal telescoping handle requires 50% less lifting effort by 
the user 

• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Comfort-grip, locking, telescoping handle
• Oversized, soft-ride rally wheels for easy transport and a smooth 

ride 
• Virtually indestructible stainless steel hinges 
• Impact-resistant DuraLatch™ lid closures
• UV inhibitors and infrared technology protect the cooler against 

sun damage 
• Threaded drain plug for optional hose hook up
• Integrated ruler on lid

• New design with improved features!
• Ultratherm™ insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 7 days at 

90°F*
• New lid features an upgraded quick-access hatch with locking 

knob
• Molded fish ruler and tie-down loops on lid for added 

functionality
• New oversized hinges with stay-open detent
• New oversized “DuraFlex” latches for secure lid closure
• Reinforced comfort grip swing-up handles
• Threaded drain plug with stainless steel tether is garden hose 

compatible

110 Quarts / 104 Liters / 168 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34378 – White
Ext. Dims: L 39.68 × W 18.63 × H 19.75 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 31 × W 13.438 × H 14.65 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 25.25 × W 10.938 × H 14.65 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

165 Quarts / 156 Liters / 280 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50048 – White
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Laguna

Laguna 9 Laguna 12

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design 
improves cooling performance

• Integrated bale handle for one-handed carrying, 
and folds flat for storage

• Lid reverses from flat surface to tray and cup 
holder

• Designed for easy stacking and storage
• Easy-clean, stain and odor resistant liner

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design 
improves cooling performance

• Integrated “pouring channels” in liner allow for 
easy purging of melted ice

• Ergonomic curved backside – more comfortable 
to carry

• Vertical profile fits tall bottles and longnecks

32479
Red Star

32475
Red Star

32477
Majestic Blue

32473
Majestic Blue

9 Quarts / 8 Liters / 13 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

12 Quarts / 11 Liters / 18 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

Laguna 28

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design 
improves cooling performance

• Swing-up handle for one-handed carrying
• Curved backside hugs comfortably to your body 

for ultimate carrying comfort 

50051
Red Star

50049
Majestic Blue

28 Quarts / 26 Liters / 41 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

Laguna 28 ROLLER

• Wheeled for easy transport
• Locking, telescoping handle enables cooler to be 

pushed or pulled
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / 

unloading
• Integrated “pouring channels” in liner allow for 

easy purging of melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design 

improves cooling performance

34462
Red Star

34460
Majestic Blue

28 Quarts / 26 Liters / 42 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020
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Laguna

Laguna 48, PLaYMaTE MInI, LEgEnD 1 QTLaguna 48 Laguna 60 ROLLER

• 3-Piece Combo - Laguna 48 Qt with Playmate Mini™ and 1 Qt 
Legend™ beverage cooler inside

• All coolers have Ultratherm® insulation to keep contents cold

• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling 
performance

• Insulated with Ultratherm™ foam to keep contents cold
• Swing-up carry handles
• Stain and odor-resistant liner

• Wheeled for easy transport
• Locking, telescoping handle enables cooler to be pushed or pulled
• Molded side handles for lifting in / out of vehicle
• Self-draining drink holders keep your beverages within arm’s reach 
• Two accommodate 12-ounce cans while two fit large personal 

hydration tumblers
• Recessed drain plug makes emptying melted ice a cinch
• Cool Riser Technology™ – elevated design improves cooling 

performance

50065
Red Star

50063
Red Star

34495
Red Star

50061
Majestic Blue

34493
Majestic Blue

48 Quarts / 45 Liters / 76 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

48 Quarts / 45 Liters / 76 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

60 Quarts / 56 Liters / 90 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020
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MaxCold

MaxCold PlaYMaTE ElITE MaxCold 40 RollERMaxCold PlaYMaTE Pal

• Iconic Design
• Ultratherm insulated lid for extended cooling performance
• Push button lid design for convenient one-handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Ultratherm™ insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Durable wheels and tow handle ease transport
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature

• Iconic Design
• Ultratherm insulated lid for extended cooling performance
• Push button lid design for convenient one-handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 32485 – Jet Carbon / White
Ext. Dims: L 15.88 × W 10.19 × H 14.88 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 13.375 × W 8.5 × H 8.625 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 12.75 × W 8 × H 8.625 inches

40 Quarts / 38 Liters / 56 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34484 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue
Ext. Dims: L 23 × W 12.88 × H 17.38 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 18.5 × W 9.375 × H 12.625 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 14.5 × W 7 × H 12.625 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

7 Quarts / 6 Liters / 9 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 32487 – Jet Carbon / White
Ext. Dims: L 11.75 × W 8.25 × H 12 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 9.06 × W 6.31 × H 8.38 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 8.63 × W 6.13 × H 8.38 inches
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MaxCold

MaxCold PRoFIlE 54 RollERMaxCold 50 MaxCold 70

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90 F*
• Ultratherm insulation in body and lid keeps contents cold 
• Wheeled for easy transport and locking telescoping handle enables 

cooler to be pushed or pulled
• Locking, telescoping handle with gear hangers to hold totes, bags, 

and more
• Cool Riser Technology™ – elevated design improves cooling 

performance
• Integrated tie-down loops allow extra gear to be tied to the top of 

the cooler or locked for security
• Media slot molded into lid holds cell phone or notebook upright for 

hands-free viewing
• Four self-draining cup holders molded into lid
• Triple-snap leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of melted 

ice
• Internal “shelf-ledge” at wheel well helps make sloped space inside 

cooler more useable for setting drinks or storing condiments
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Ultratherm™ insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Snap-fit latch secures lid closure
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down feature
• Threaded drain plug for hose hook up

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Ultratherm™ insulation in body and lid keeps contents cold
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Threaded drain plug for hose hook up

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 85 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34480 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue
Ext. Dims: L 17 × W 19 × H 20 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 18 × W 13.5 × H 15.3 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 15.75 × W 9.2 × H 15.3 inches

50 Quarts / 47 Liters / 72 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 49492 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 114 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 49494 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue
Ext. Dims: L 29.5 × W 16.5 × H 15.88 inches
Int. Dims Top: L 24.63 × W 12.75 × H 12.75 inches
Int. Dims Bottom: L 23.25 × W 11.5 × H 12.75 inches
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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MaxCold

MaxCold laTITUdE 90 RollER MaxCold 100

• Foam insulated lid and body for MAXCOLD® 5-day ice retention performance*
• Flip-up tow handle reduces towing force by up to 50% 
• Oversized wheels provide all-terrain mobility
• Hybrid latches have a stainless steel hinge for added durability and secure lid closure
• Oversized, durable hinges with stay-open detent
• Comfort grip swing-up rear handle for lifting & loading
• Multiple tie-down points to secure cooler to truck beds, boat decks or marina docks
• Secure the body only while maintaining lid access or secure the body and lid for long 

distance destinations
• Threaded drain plug with tethered cap is also garden hose compatible for convenient 

draining 
• Molded lid ruler to measure your catch
• Media slot allows you to park your mobile device off the ground for easy access and 

viewing
• Self-draining drink holders keep your beverages within arm’s reach
• Two accommodate 12-ounce cans while two fit large personal hydration tumblers
• Cool Riser Technology® elevates the cooler from hot surfaces for improved cooling 

performance

• Holds ice up to 5 days at 90°F*
• Ultratherm™ insulation in body and lid keeps contents colder longer
• Quick-access hatch provides access to cooler without opening entire lid
• Dual snap-fit lid latches secure lid closure
• Reinforced swing-up handles with tie-down loop feature
• Threaded drain plug for hose hook up

90 Quarts / 85 Liters / 137 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 34488 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

100 Quarts / 95 Liters / 145 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 49496 – Jet Carbon / Ice Blue
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Marine Ultra

Marine Ultra 54Marine Ultra 48Marine Ultra 36

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust resistant 
• Stainless steel hinged latch
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulated lid for maximum cooling performance
• Recessed triple-snap drain plug

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust resistant
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulated lid for maximum cooling performance
• Recessed triple-snap drain plug

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage 
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust resistant 
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 83 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 44683

48 Quarts / 45 Liters / 76 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 44681

36 Quarts / 34 Liters / 56 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 44679
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Marine Ultra

Marine Ultra 72 Marine Ultra 94

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust resistant
• Stainless steel hinged latch
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-

to-drain performance

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws and lid strap are rust resistant
• Stainless steel hinged latches
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-

to-drain performance

72 Quarts / 68 Liters / 114 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 44685
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions

94 Quarts / 88 Liters / 140 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 44687
* Tested at 90⁰ F – Controlled test conditions
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Marine

Marine ULTra 30 Marine LaTiTUDe 50Marine COnTOUr 25

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by 

elevating from hot surfaces
• Non-slip, comfort grip handle with 3-point grab feature 
• Molded side handles for optional 2-handed carrying and 

lifting and loading ease

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust resistant
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 4 days*
• Triple-snap leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of 

melted ice

• UV inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Cool Riser Technology® – Elevated cooler design 

improves cooling performance
• Fish measuring ruler molded into lid
• Swing-up handles and tie-down loop feature
• Compact size is great for boating

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 44726

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 83 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50067

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 49644
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Marine

Marine COnTOUr 70 Marine COnTOUr 120 Marine COnTOUr 150

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust resistant
• Extended life, plastic latches
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-

drain performance

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust resistant
• Extended life, plastic latches
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 5 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-

to-drain performance

• Ultraviolet inhibitors protect against sun damage
• Stainless steel screws are rust resistant
• Extended life, plastic latches
• Marine-grade, extended life hinges
• Non-slip, comfort grip handles 
• Integrated fish ruler on lid
• Ultratherm® insulation in body and lid holds ice up to 7 days*
• Threaded drain plug lets you hook up a hose for ultimate easy-to-

drain performance

70 Quarts / 66 Liters / 114 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 50069

120 Quarts / 113 Liters / 188 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50073

150 Quarts / 142 Liters / 248 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 50074
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Playmate®

Playmate Pal Playmate elItePlaymate mINI

• Iconic Design
• Push button lid design for convenient one-handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

• Iconic Design
• Push button lid design for convenient one-handed operation 
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

• Iconic Design
• Original side push button release
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents 
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

7 Quarts / 6 Liters / 9 Cans
Case Pack: 4

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans
Case Pack: 2

4 Quarts / 3 Liters / 6 Cans
Case Pack: 6

7362
Red Star

12424
Red Star

7363
Majestic 
Blue

43362
Red Star

43364
Majestic 
Blue

32503
Majestic 
Blue

32489
Mint

32493
Agama Teal

32491
Mint / 
Sashimi

32495
Agama / 
Red Star

32497
Daisy / Mint
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Playmate®

Playmate elIte UltRa™

• Soft grip handle for carrying comfort
• Trademarked tent-top design
• Push button lid design for convenient one-handed operation
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 30 Cans
Case Pack: 2

32501
Moonscape

32518
Lake

• Diamond plate exterior features a rugged texture and appearance 
• Iconic design
• Original side push button release
• Lid swings open to either side for easy access to contents
• Secure lid helps prevent spills
• Molded-in handle for one-handed carrying
• Great for lunch on the jobsite

Playmate tHe BOSS

14 Quarts / 13 Liters / 26 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 43581 – Black / Silver
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Latitude

50057
Red Star 

34470
Red Star 

34379
Red Star / 
Ash Gray

34381
Sapphire 
Blue / Ash 
Gray 

50059
Dark Slate Blue

34468
Dark Slate 
Blue

Latitude 60 ROLLeRLatitude 50

• Oversized wheels for easy transport
• Locking telescoping handle enables cooler to be pushed or pulled
• Tie down points on the lid and handle area to aid with secure transport
• Also use the handle brackets with a bungee cord from side-to-side to 

haul more gear
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading
• Four self-draining drink holders keep your cold ones in arm’s reach
• Mobile device stand with tall “backstop” allows you to park phones and 

tablets off the ground for easy access and viewing
• Triple-snap leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining of melted ice
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance

• Convenient swing-up handles for easy loading in / out of vehicle
• Tie down points on the lid and handle brackets to aid with secure 

transport
• Also use the handle brackets with a bungee cord from side-to-side 

to haul more gear
• Four self-draining drink holders keep your cold ones in arm’s reach
• Mobile device stand with tall “backstop” allows you to park phones 

and tablets off the ground for easy access and viewing
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling 

performance

60 Quarts / 56 Liters / 93 Cans
Case Pack: 2

50 Quarts / 47 Liters / 85 Cans
Case Pack: 2
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Profile

• Convenient bail handle folds flat into liner for easy stacking and 
storage

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 
away from hot surfaces

• Lockable lid – molded loops on lid & liner
• Two convenient cup holders in lid
• Media slot molded into lid holds cell phone or notebook upright for 

hands-free viewing
• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging of melted 

ice
• Vertical profile fits tall bottles and longnecks

• Wheeled for easy transport and locking telescoping handle enables 
cooler to be pushed or pulled

• Locking, telescoping handle with gear hangers to hold totes, bags, 
and more

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 
away from hot surfaces

• Integrated pouring channels in liner allow for easy purging of melted 
ice

• Lockable lid – molded locking tabs on lid & liner
• Locking tabs on lid also allow extra gear to be tied to the top of the 

cooler for easy transport
• Media slot molded into lid holds cell phone or notebook upright for 

hands-free viewing
• Four self-draining cup holders molded into lid
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading

• Wheeled for easy transport and locking telescoping handle enables 
cooler to be pushed or pulled

• Locking, telescoping handle with gear hangers to hold totes, bags, 
and more

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 
away from hot surfaces

• Integrated tie-down loops allow extra gear to be tied to the top of the 
cooler or locked for security

• Media slot molded into lid holds cell phone or notebook upright for 
hands-free viewing

• Four self-draining cup holders molded into lid
• Triple-snap leak-resistant drain plug allows easy draining
• Internal shelf-ledge at wheel well helps make sloped space inside 

cooler more usable for setting drinks or condiments
• Molded-in side handles for easy loading / unloading

Profile 16 Profile 30 roller Profile 54 roller

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 43 Cans
Case Pack: 2

54 Quarts / 51 Liters / 85 Cans
Case Pack: 2

16 Quarts / 15 Liters / 24 Cans
Case Pack: 2

34478
Red Star

34474
Red Star

32507
Red Star

34476 
Majestic 
Blue 

34472 
Majestic 
Blue 

32505 
Majestic 
Blue 
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Contour

• Perfect on-the-go size for picnics, beach days, or short road trips
• Ergonomically engineered for ultimate carrying comfort with a curved 

back that hugs comfortably to your body
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 

from hot surfaces
• Swing-up handle has 3 grab/carry points for great leverage and easy 

one-handed carrying
• Molded-in side handles for optional two-handed carrying and lifting 

and loading ease
• Fits all popular beverage sizes, including 2L bottles upright

• Ultratherm® body insulation keeps contents cold
• Cool Riser Technology® – elevated design improves cooling performance
• Fish measuring ruler molded into lid
• Swing-up handles and tie-down loop feature
• Compact size is great for day trips

Contour 30 Contour 25

25 Quarts / 23 Liters / 36 Cans
Case Pack: 2

30 Quarts / 28 Liters / 41 Cans
Case Pack: 4

50042
Red Star

50038
Red Star

44642 
Majestic 
Blue 

50040 
Majestic 
Blue 
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Legend

• Perfect size for lunch at work or taking in a ballgame
• Fits behind vehicle seats and under stadium seating
• Lid reverses from flat surface to tray & cup holder 
• Integrated carrying handle folds flat for storage & stacking

• Perfect size for lunch at work, taking in a ballgame or sharing 
beverages with friends 

• Fits behind vehicle seats and under stadium seating
• Lid reverses from flat surface to tray & cup holder
• Integrated carrying handle folds flat for storage & stacking

• Perfect size for lunch at work, taking in a ballgame or sharing 
beverages with friends 

• Fits behind vehicle seats and under stadium seating
• Lid reverses from flat surface to tray & cup holder 
• Integrated carrying handle folds flat for storage & stacking 
• Holds 2-liter bottles upright

Legend 6 Legend 12 Legend 24

9 Quarts / 8 Liters / 12 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 43358 – Red Star

17 Quarts / 16 Liters / 24 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 43360 – Red Star

5 Quarts / 4.75 Liters / 6 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 43702 – Red Star 
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Wheelie Cool

• Durable wheels and reinforced tow handle make transporting a full 
cooler easy 

• Molded-in side handles for optional two-handed carrying and lifting 
and loading ease

• Easy-to-clean, stain and odor resistant liner

• 3-Piece Combo - 38 Qt Wheelie Cool™ with Playmate Mini™ and 1 Qt 
Legend™ beverage cooler inside

• All coolers have Ultratherm® insulation to keep contents cold

Wheelie Cool 38 Wheelie Cool, PlAYMATe MiNi, leGeND 1 QT

38 Quarts / 36 Liters / 53 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34482 – Majestic Blue

38 Quarts / 36 Liters / 53 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 34486 – Majestic Blue
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Iceless

• Cools without ice – more room for food and drinks
• Cools down 36°F below surrounding temperature
• Quiet brushless motor and convection cooling - fan circulates cold air
• Ergonomic design - curved back comfortably hugs your side while 

carrying
• Swing-up bail handle with comfort grip for easy carrying 
• Molded-in side handles for optional two-handed carrying and lifting 

and loading ease
• 8 ft. long power cord plugs into any 12V DC receptacle (e.g. cigarette 

lighter) for portable use – good universal fit in 12V outlets

• Plugs into any 12V auto plug adapter 
• Cools down 38°F below surrounding temperature 
• Quiet brushless motor and convection cooling - fan circulates cold 

air allowing plastic bottles to cool as quickly as cans 
• Can be used upright like a refrigerator or horizontal like an ice chest
• Swing-up carrying handles for easy transport 
• Adjustable food shelf or divider

Iceless 28 Iceless 40

28 Quarts / 26 Liters / 40 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 40369 – Sonic Silver

40 Quarts / 37 Liters / 52 Cans
Case Pack: 1
Item #: 40374 – Sonic Silver
Item #: 40375 – Sonic Silver (Includes 110V converter)



BEVERAGE
It’s hot out there, and what better way to keep cool than by staying 
hydrated. At the ball game, on a picnic, or even on the jobsite, Igloo® 
beverage coolers are sure to keep you hydrated and on your A-game 
all day until sundown.
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Laguna

Laguna Laguna PRO

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire game 
or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Sturdy swing-up carry handle
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by 

elevating away from hot surfaces

0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters
Case Pack: 6 0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 4

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire game or event
• Gasketed lid and flip-cap provide ultimate leak-resistance
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Easy-grip lid design for effortless opening and closing
• Rubberized handle for a secure, comfortable grip 
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, backpacks and more, 

keeping hydration clean and within easy reach
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating away from hot surfaces

31253
Red Star

31257
Acid 
Green

31255
Neon Pink

31259
Emerald 
Green

31261
Safety 
Orange

31263
Black

31265
Majestic 
Blue

31267
Aquamarine

31269
Red Star

31273
Acid 
Green

31271
Neon Pink

31275
Emerald 
Green

31277
Safety 
Orange

31279
Black

31281
Majestic 
Blue

31283
Aquamarine
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Latitude

Latitude Latitude PRO

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire 
game or event

• Leak-resistant design prevents spills
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way 

during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Sturdy swing-up carry handle
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field 

fences, backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and 
within easy reach

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by 
elevating away from hot surfaces

0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters
Case Pack: 6

0.5 Gallons / 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters
Case Pack: 4

• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold the entire game or 
event

• Gasketed lid and flip-cap provide ultimate leak-resistance
• Flip-cap snaps closed securely and folds out of the way during use  
• Wide opening allows for chugging or fast-flow pouring 
• Easy-grip lid design for effortless opening and closing
• Rubberized handle and body grips with non-slip texture for ease of 

transport and easy handling
• Chain Links™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, 

backpacks and more, keeping hydration clean and within easy reach
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating 

away from hot surfaces

31285
Red Star

31301
Red Star

31289
Acid 
Green

31305
Acid 
Green

31287
Neon Pink

31303
Neon Pink

31291
Emerald 
Green

31307
Emerald 
Green

31293
Safety 
Orange

31309
Safety 
Orange

31295
Black

31311
Black

31297
Majestic 
Blue

31313
Majestic 
Blue

31299
Aquamarine

31315
Aquamarine
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Legend

Legend 1 QT Legend 1 gALLOn Legend 2 gALLOn

• Flip spout designed for sipping and pouring
• Spout pull-up capability keeps spout clean
• Easy-grip lid design for effortless opening and closing
• Wide mouth opening is easy to fill and clean
• Flexible shoulder strap allows for easy 

hands-free transport
• Safe BPA-free lining

• Fully insulated – keeps contents cold
• Flip-spout designed for sipping and pouring
• Spout pull-up capability keeps spout clean
• Wide mouth opening is easy to fill and clean
• Swing-up handle for carrying and pouring

• Fully insulated – keeps contents cold
• Recessed and angled push-button spigot for leak-free 

dispensing
• Lid vent helps liquids flow freely through spigot
• Wide mouth opening is easy to fill and clean
• Swing-up handle for carrying and pouring

1 Quarts / 0.95 Liters
Case Pack: 12

4 Quarts / 3.8 Liters
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 2204 – Red Star

8 Quarts / 7.58 Liters
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 2214 – Red Star

4212
Red Star

41614
Majestic 
Blue
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Proformance

Proformance 1 QT W/ freeZe STIcKProformance 1 QT

• Rubberized grip handle and body with non-slip texture for ease of transport and easy handling
• Leak-resistant to prevent spills during transport or if tipped
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating away from hot surfaces
• Chain Link Hooks™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, and more; keeping 

hydration clean and within easy reach
• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold
• Sturdy swing-up handle for easy carrying
• Flip-cap snaps shut securely and folds out of the way for use  
• Wide opening allows for easy chugging our pouring 
• Removable freeze stick improves cooling performance with a non-toxic ice substitute

• Rubberized grip handle and body with non-slip texture for ease of transport and easy handling 
• Leak-resistant to prevent spills during transport or if tipped
• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating away from hot surfaces 
• Chain Link Hooks™ integrated hooks easily hang jug on game field fences, and more; keeping 

hydration clean and within easy reach
• Fully insulated beverage cooler keeps drinks cold 
• Sturdy swing-up handle for easy carrying
• Flip-cap snaps shut securely and folds out of the way for use  
• Wide opening allows for easy chugging our pouring
• Compatible for use with Freeze Stick (optional)

1 Quart / 0.95 Liters
Case Pack: 6

1 Quart / 0.95 Liters
Case Pack: 6

31101
Ash/ 
Acid green

31087
Ash /  
Red Heat

31085
Ash /  
Majestic Blue

31095
Ash / Tough 
Orange

31097
Agama / 
Ash Gray

31099
Charcoal /  
Cloud Gray

31089
Ash / Electric
Watermelon

31091
Ash /  
Acid green

31093
Ash / Nuclear
Green

31105
Charcoal/ 
Cloud gray
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Sport

Sport 2 GALLoN Sport 5 GALLoN roLLEr

• Fully insulated – keeps contents cold
• Recessed and angled push-button spigot for leak-free dispensing
• Lid vent helps liquids flow freely through spigot
• Wide-mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning
• Swing-up handle for carrying and pouring

• Locking, telescoping handle with gear hangers and wide inset wheels 
lightens full beverage jug carrying load for easy transport to and from 
games

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling performance by elevating from 
hot surfaces

• Gasketed, leak-resistant lid with secure latch prevents spills during 
transport

• Recessed, leak-resistant spigot is removable and dishwasher safe for 
cleaning

• Elevated design creates easier access for filling cups and containers 
and helps keep grass and dirt away from spigot

• Molded-in side handles aid in lifting the cooler in and out of vehicles

8 Quarts / 7.57 Liters
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 41150 – Majestic Blue

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42115 – Majestic Blue

CArGo 6 GALLoN WAtEr CoNtAINEr II

• Rugged, heavy wall, non-insulated construction
• Spout conveniently stores inside container when not in use
• Molded-in top and side handles for pouring and carrying in 

either direction
• Pull-up vent provides smooth water flow
• A great water transport and storage solution for camping or 

during power-outages

24 Quarts / 22.7 Liters
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 42154 – Majestic Blue
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400 SerieS

5 GALLON SeAT TOP W/CUP DiSPeNSer 10 GALLON SeAT TOP W/CUP DiSPeNSer 1/2 GALLON MUG5 GALLON SeAT TOP

• Includes convenient cup dispenser
• Maintains ice for up to 3 days*
• Recessed and angled drip-resistant spigot for 

easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product 

longevity
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold

• Includes convenient cup dispenser
• Maintains ice for up to 3.5 days*
• Recessed and angled drip-resistant spigot 

for easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product 

longevity
• Keeper cord affixes lid to cooler for 

cleanliness and loss prevention
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold

• Rubberized grip handle for ease of transport and 
easy handling

• Ambidextrous lid design – 180 degree lid threads 
for right or left handed use

• Leak-resistant to prevent spills during transport 
or if tipped

• Cool Riser Technology® improves cooling 
performance by elevating away from hot 
surfaces

• Flapper-cap snaps shut securely and folds out of 
the way for use  

• Wide opening allows for easy chugging and 
pouring 

• Maintains ice for up to 3 days*
• Recessed and angled drip-resistant spigot for 

easy dispensing
• Reinforced handles for strength and product 

longevity
• Keeper cord affixes lid to cooler for cleanliness 

and loss prevention
• Pressure-fit lid will not trap dirt/mold

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42026 – Majestic Blue 40 Quarts / 37.9 Liters

Case Pack: 1 
Item #: 42021 – Orange 2 Quarts / 1.89 Liters

Case Pack: 4

*Avail: WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

20 Quarts / 18.9 Liters
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 42316 – Orange

31107
Black / 
Acid Green

31021
Red / 
Black



PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES
In a world consistently on-the-go, accidents are bound to happen. But 
these aren’t just for repairs—if you are looking for a tough upgrade, or 
even in the market for some handy gear, Igloo® has you covered.
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Parts & accessories

ice BLocK NatUraL ice sHeet GeL PacK

• Uses non-toxic Ultratherm® gel for extended cooling performance
• Each reusable block contains freezable gel
• (XL) Larger reusable ice block made for large and extra large coolers
• (XL) Easy grab ridges for easy handling

• Made with pure water
• Sheets of reusable ice cubes remain flexible when frozen
• Cut for custom fit around items for localized intense cold

• Uses non-toxic Ultratherm® gel for extended cooling performance
• Each reusable pouch contains 8 oz (236 ml) of freezable gel
• Soft pouch molds to fit around items for localized intense cold

(Small)
Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25197

(Medium)
Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25199

(Large)
Case Pack: 12
Item #: 25201

(X-Large)
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25334

(2pc. 8-cube/ea)
Case Pack: 20
Item #: 25159

(44-cube)
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 25078

(88-cube)
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 25079

Case Pack: 24
Item #: 25076
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Parts & accessories

cUsHioN - 72 Qt cUsHioN - 94 Qt

• Heavy-duty, water-resistant vinyl treated with thick foam-fill 
cushioning for comfort 

• Attaches to cooler with galvanized snaps
• Treated with mold inhibitors to withstand marine conditions
• Include UV inhibitors to guard against sun damage
• Added protection with flame retardant treatment

• Heavy-duty, water-resistant vinyl treated with thick foam-fill 
cushioning for comfort 

• Attaches to cooler with galvanized snaps
• Treated with mold inhibitors to withstand marine conditions
• Include UV inhibitors to guard against sun damage
• Added protection with flame retardant treatment

Case Pack: 5
Item #: 8496

Case Pack: 5
Item #: 8497
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Parts & accessories

Wire BasKet – 20 Qt (roto)  & iMX 24 Wire BasKet – 55 & 70 Qt 
(roto) & iMX 70

Wire BasKet – 72-94 Qt (NoN-roto) Wire BasKet – 110Qt GLiDe

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating that 

withstands exposure to ice, water, and other liquids
• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack help prevent 

smaller items from falling through rack – yet allow circulation of cool air into 
the rack contents

• Easy to clean surface—wash with soap and water
• Fits 20 Qt rotomold coolers
• Approximate Dimensions: 9.69”x 7.14”

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating that 

withstands exposure to ice, water, and other liquids
• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack help prevent 

smaller items from falling through rack – yet allow circulation of cool air into 
the rack contents

• Easy to clean surface—wash with soap and water
• Fits 55 & 70 Qt rotomold coolers
• Approximate Dimensions: 12.6” x 12.28”

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating 

that withstands exposure to ice, water, and other liquids
• Narrow grid pattern on rack bottom prevents smaller items from 

falling through while still allowing cool-air circulation to reach rack’s 
contents

• Easy to clean surface—wash with soap and water
• Fits most 70/72/94 Qt non-rotomolded coolers

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating 

that withstands exposure to ice, water, and other liquids
• Grid pattern of 0.67” x 0.98” rectangles on bottom of rack help 

prevent smaller items from falling through rack – yet allow 
circulation of cool air into the rack contents

• Easy to clean surface—wash with soap and water
• Fits 90 Qt rotomold cooler
• Also fits Ice Cube™ 48, Ice Cube™ 60, and Glide™ 110
• Approximate Dimensions: 14.32” x 13”

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20067

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20069

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20074

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20070

Wire BasKet – 128 - 165 Qt (NoN-roto)

• The perfect size for storing dry goods like sandwiches and chips
• Polyethylene-coated steel wire with corrosion-resistant coating 

that withstands exposure to ice, water, and other liquids
• Narrow grid pattern on rack bottom prevents smaller items from 

falling through while still allowing cool-air circulation to reach rack’s 
contents

• Easy to clean surface—wash with soap and water
• Fits most 128/165 Qt non-rotomolded coolers

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 20075
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Parts & accessories

HiNGes – staiNLess steeL HiNGes – HYBriD

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of stainless steel hinges, 
8 stainless steel screws

• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers 
sized 25-165 Qt

• Universal design replaces all current or original 
style Igloo® cooler hinges

• Easy to install

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 stainless 
steel screws

• Engineering-grade resin with stainless steel hinge 
pin, for extra-long life

• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers 
sized 25-165Qt

• Universal design replaces all current or original 
style Igloo® cooler hinges

• Contains UV inhibitors to protect against sun 
damage and breakdown

• Easy to install

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24005

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24045

HiNGes – eXteNDeD LiFe

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 screws
• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers 

sized 25-165Qt
• Universal design replaces all current or original 

style Igloo® cooler hinges
• Contains UV inhibitors to protect against sun 

damage and breakdown
• Easy to install

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24027

HiNGes – staNDarD

• Single unit includes: 1 pair of hinges, 8 screws
• Fits all rectangular-shaped, hinged Igloo® coolers 

sized 25-165Qt
• Universal design replaces all current or original 

style Igloo® cooler hinges
• Treated with UV inhibitors to protect against sun 

damage and breakdown
• Easy to install

Case Pack: 10 (or) 40
Item #: 24047 – 10pc
Item #: 24012 – 40pc
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Parts & accessories

LatcH – staiNLess steeL LatcH – HYBriD staiNLess & PLastic LatcH – staNDarD PLastic

• Single unit includes: 1 Latch, 1 Post, 4 stainless 
steel screws

• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch 
closures 50-165Qt

• Stainless steel hinge is rust-resistant and durable 
for long cooler life

• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing 
chance of breakage

• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and 
original style Igloo® latches

• Single unit includes: 1 Latch, 1 Post, 3 stainless 
steel screws

• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch 
closures 50-165Qt

• Stainless steel hinge is rust-resistant and durable 
for long cooler life

• Rests close to cooler when unlatched to minimize 
shearing off 

• Integrated parts & guided “locator post” for easy 
assembly

• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing 
chance of breakage

• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and 
original style Igloo® latches

• Single unit includes: 1 Latch, 1 Post, 3 Screws, 
Instructions

• Universal latch fits all Igloo® coolers with latch 
closures 50-165Qt

• Rugged and durable for long cooler life
• Rests close to cooler when unlatched to minimize 

shearing off 
• Integrated parts & guided locator post for easy 

assembly
• Beveled latch edge deflects impact, reducing 

chance of breakage
• Interchangeable/retrofits with all current and 

original style Igloo® latchesCase Pack: 10
Item #: 20018

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24029

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24013
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Parts & accessories

HaNDLe – 25-72 Qt HaNDLe – 90-100 Qt ice cHest UNiVersaL Parts Kit

• Single package includes: 1 pair of swing-up 
handles, 4 screws

• Fits most rectangular-shaped Igloo® coolers
• Easy to install

• Single package includes: 1 pair of swing-up 
handles, 8 screws

• Fits most rectangular-shaped Igloo® coolers
• Easy to install

• Single kit contains:
•  2 Pair of Hinges (4 each) - fits 25-165 Qt  Igloo® coolers
•  2 Latches & 2 Latch Posts - fits 50-165 Qt  Igloo® coolers
•  1 Triple Snap Drain Plug - fits 25-70 Qt  Igloo® coolers
•  1 Threaded Drain Plug - fits 50-165 Qt  Igloo® coolers
•  22 Screws
• Universal design replaces all current or original style Igloo® hinges 

and latches

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 21023

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 21025

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 20108
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Parts & accessories

12V Dc PoWer corD

• Fits Igloo® Cool Chill™, Koolmate™, Iceless™ TE’s
• Excellent universal fit & connectivity in 12V 

outlets
• Self-adjusting power connector tip with wide 

contact area
• Two self-adjusting power connection points on 

sides
• Two self-adjusting fit tabs on sides
• Extra fuse included – directions attached to 

cord
• Heavy-duty 8ft cord
• Power indicator light
• Finger grips on all four sides
• ETL safety listed

Case Pack: 50
Item #: 25121

110V ac coNVerter caBLe LocKiNG Kit tie DoWN Kit

• Works with Igloo® Cool Chill™, Koolmate™, or 
Iceless™ TEs

• Converts 110V AC power from wall outlets into 
12V DC current, to power Igloo® TEs

• Fitted with North American plug - for use in U.S., 
Canada, and Mexico

• ETL Safety listed
• LED power indicator light

• Comes with carbon steel bracket to fit most 
roto-molded coolers 40 Qt and higher

• Bracket fits in most tie-down slots, in the body of 
a roto-molded cooler

• 6 ft. x 5/16th steel braided cable for ultimate 
security, and flexible enough to fit multiple 
locking applications

• Braided cable can wrap around a cooler handle, 
through the cooler handle, or through the 
coolers lid lock to secure in place

• Robust metal lock with 2 keys, serve as a theft 
deterrent

•  40 different key/lock configurations for added 
security

• Fits Igloo® coolers equipped with swing-out 
handles doubling as tie-down loops

• Easy to install kit includes 4 bottom corner 
brackets, 2 straps, 12 screws & instructions

• Brackets made of high-impact polystyrene for 
extended life

• Heavy-duty strap holds loaded cooler in place 
securely

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 40353

Case Pack: 4
Item #: 25340
Avail: While Supplies Last

Case Pack: 12
Item #: 9797
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Parts & accessories

DraiN PLUG – triPLe sNaP DraiN PLUG – tHreaDeD tetHereD DraiN PLUG caPs sPiGot – staNDarD

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24010

• For Igloo® coolers with non-threaded push-cap 
drain plugs, typically 25 - 70 Qts

• Triple-snap cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tethered cap helps prevent cap loss
• Easy-to-install kit includes press-on cap & nut 

with gasket & washer

• For Igloo® coolers with threaded drain plugs, 
typically 50 - 165 Qts

• Threaded cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tethered cap helps prevent cap loss
• Easy-to-install kit includes screw-on cap & nut 

with gasket & washer

• Fits on Igloo® threaded drain plugs used on 
coolers size 50 Qts and larger

• Threaded cap seals tight to prevent leaks
• Tether helps prevent cap loss
• Easily installed on existing drain plug

• Single unit includes 1 spigot with gasketed nut
• Fits all Igloo® 2, 3, 5 and 10 gallon beverage 

coolers
• Easily installed 
• Front access, push button-style spigot
• Once installed the spigot is recessed, making it 

less prone to shearing off
• Angled pour spout for easy dispensing
• Drip-resistant valve

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24011

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 20049

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 24009
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4.25 oUNce roLLeD riM coNe cUPs cUP DisPeNser cUP DisPeNser BracKet

• Fits cup dispenser models #8090 and #8243
• Rolled rim style for easy dispensing
• Most popular disposable cone cup size
• Each sleeve contains 200 cups - enough for a 

single fill of the cup dispenser

• Fits all Igloo® 3, 5 and 10 gallon beverage coolers 
equipped with a cup dispenser bracket

• Can hold one full sleeve of 4-4.5 oz. cone cups
• Removable cap allows for easy loading of cups
• Dispenser slides easily but firmly onto cup 

dispenser bracket
• 3-Piece all-plastic construction - body, lid and cup 

feeding base

• Single unit includes 1 cup dispenser bracket and 2 
stainless steel screws

• Fits on Igloo® 3, 5 & 10 gallon beverage coolers
• Works with Igloo® cup dispenser model #8090

Case Pack: 25
Item #: 25010

Case Pack: 6
Item #: 8090

Case Pack: 10
Item #: 20016
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Wire trUcK racK For 2 - 5 GaLLoN trUcK racK For 3 - 5 GaLLoN Wire trUcK racK For 10 GaLLoN

• Fits 2-5 gallon Igloo® beverage coolers, including 5 gallon roller
• Heavy duty metal wire construction with welded joints
• Treated surface withstands tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle firmly 

holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

• Fits Igloo® 3 & 5 gallon beverage coolers
• Solid sheet metal construction with welded joints
• Treated surface to withstand tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle firmly 

holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

• Fits 10 gallon Igloo® beverage coolers
• Heavy duty metal wire construction with welded joints
• Treated surface withstands tough outdoor conditions
• Heavy duty, adjustable, webbed cinch strap with metal buckle firmly 

holds cooler in place
• Positions cooler at right height for easy access to cup filling

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 25041

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 25042

Case Pack: 1
Item #: 25043



SOFT SIDES
From the office to the gym, on lunch break in between classes, or 
weekend adventures, there is always a time and place for a cooler bag. 
Offering a wide variety of silhouettes, colors, and patterns—It's time to 
travel in style.
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Sport

BAG It pLAYMAtE® GrIppEr 9 pLAYMAtE®  GrIppEr 22

• Fully insulated to keep food and drinks cool and fresh
• Folds flat for easy storage
• Fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic, comfort grip handle
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic, comfort grip handle
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

22 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

64644 
DI: 164644
Red / Black

64650 
DI: 164650
Red / Black

64656 
DI: 164656
Red / Black

64646 
DI: 164646
Blue / Black

64648 
DI: 164648
Gray / Black

64652 
DI: 164652
Blue / Black

64654 
DI: 164654
Gray / Black

64658 
DI: 164658
Blue / Black

64660 
DI: 164660
Gray / Black
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Sport

CoLLApSE & CooL 6 CoLLApSE & CooL 12 CoLLApSE & CooL 24 CoLLApSE & CooL 36

• Collapsible design for easy, space saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Collapsible design for easy, space saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Collapsible design for easy, space saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• Collapsible design for easy, space saving storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Insulated fabric top hatch for quick access to drinks 

and snacks
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

6 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

12 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

24 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64662 
DI: 164662
Red / Black

64668 
DI: 164668
Red / Black

64674 
DI: 164674
Red / Black

64680 
DI: 164680
Red / Black

64664 
DI: 164664
Blue / Black

64670 
DI: 164670
Blue / Black

64676 
DI: 164676
Blue / Black

64682 
DI: 164682
Blue / Black

64666 
DI: 164666
Gray / Black

64672 
DI: 164672
Gray / Black

64678 
DI: 164678
Gray / Black

64684 
DI: 164684
Gray / Black
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Sport

HArD LINEr CooLEr (HLC) 6 HArD LINEr CooLEr (HLC) 12 HArD LINEr CooLEr (HLC) 24

• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Adjustable, shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Adjustable, padded shoulder strap
• Front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial soft liner

6 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

12 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

24 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

64686 
DI: 164686
Red / Black

64688 
DI: 164688
Blue / Black

64690 
DI: 164690
Gray / Black

64692 
DI: 164692
Red / Black

64694 
DI: 164694
Blue / Black

64696 
DI: 164696
Gray / Black

64698 
DI: 164698
Red / Black

64700 
DI: 164700
Blue / Black

64702 
DI: 164702
Gray / Black
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Daytripper

WiNe tOte BaCKpaCKCOMMUter BaG

• MaxCold insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Mesh pocket under lid to carry a corkscrew
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Slip pockets on front and back for additional storage
• Padded, removable divider keeps bottles from clinking 

together
• TPE coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Padded backpack straps with adjustable sternum strap for 
hands-free carrying

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Padded, removable divider in main cooler compartment
• Side hydration pockets and two zip pockets for additional 

storage
• Metal bottle opener attached to backpack straps
• TPE coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Bicycle handlebar attachments on back panel
• Clear PEVA navigation pocket on inside flap allows you to 

track routes and access your phone while on-the-go.
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap
• Poly boards in back and bottom panels for added structure 

and support
• Metal bottle opener attached
• Expandable hydration pockets on sides
• TPE coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

8 Cans or 2 Standard Size Wine Bottles
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 64546 (DI: 164546) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020

18 Cans or 2 Standard Size Wine Bottles
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64548 (DI: 164548) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020 

12 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 64550 (DI: 164550) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020
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MaxCold

ToTE BaCKPaCKPlaYMaTE®  GRIPPER 16

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Large base and tote shape accommodates packing meals 
flat and upright

• Large front zipper pocket for extra storage
• PU coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use 
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Crushproof EVA molded front-zippered fully insulated 
compartment

• Front zip pocket for additional storage
• Exterior side mesh storage pockets
• Adjustable, padded air mesh comfort straps for hands-free 

carrying convenience
• PU coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items separate
• Ergonomic Comfort Grip Handle
• Front slip pocket
• PU coated bottom panels to ensure lasting use
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

16 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Item #: 64554 (DI: 164554) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020

18 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64556 (DI: 164556) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020

16 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64552 (DI: 164552) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020
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MaxCold

HaRdToP PlaYMaTE®  GRIPPER 22 Cool FUSIoN 36

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and drinks cooler longer
• Protective molded tent-top compartment for separate dry storage
• Ergonomic, rubberized comfort grip handle
• Zipper entry into main compartment
• Adjustable shoulder straps
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and drinks cooler longer
• Locking telescoping handle
• Wide base and rubber soft-ride sport wheels
• Easy to clean hard plastic interior liner adds structure, strength, and durability
• Three zippered pockets, two mesh pockets, and bungee cord provides ample 

exterior storage and organization

22 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64558 (DI: 164558) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64560 (DI: 164560) – Gray
Avail: Jan. 2020
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OutdOOrsman

GIZmO BaCKPaCK COLLaPsE & COOL™ 50HardtOP PLaYmatE®  GrIPPEr 22

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Deep, insulated front pocket provides additional storage
• Padded backpack straps with adjustable sternum strap for 

hands-free carrying
• Side mesh hydration pockets with additional straps to keep 

taller bottles in place
• Padded zip pocket on back to store flat, dry items like 

books, magazines, and tablets.
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Two part rubberized grip handle for grab-and-go convenience
• Adjustable and removable padded shoulder strap
• Pass-through panel on back for use over telescoping handles
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Lid features cup holders and a top hatch for easy access
• Leak-resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Includes Igloo display tray

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food and 
drinks cooler longer

• Protective molded tent-top compartment for separate dry 
storage

• Ergonomic, rubberized comfort grip handle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Front zip compartment and pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

30 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

50 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Avail: Jan. 2020

22 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

64618 
DI: 164618
Black

64620 
DI: 164620
Navy

64622 
DI: 164622
Olive

64624 
DI: 164624
Black

64626 
DI: 164626
Navy

64628 
DI: 164628
Olive

64630 
DI: 164630
Black

64632 
DI: 164632
Navy

64634 
DI: 164634
Olive
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RealtRee™

HaRD lINeR COOleR (HlC) 12PlaYMate®  GRIPPeR 16

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Extra long, adjustable shoulder strap
• Gusseted front slip pocket for extra storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Two cooler compartments for keeping items 
seperate

• Ergonomic. rubberized comfort grip handle
• Gusseted front slip pocket for extra storage
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

12 Cans
Case Pack: 4
Item #: 64638 (DI: 164638) – Brown/Realtree®

Avail: Jan. 2020

16 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64636 (DI: 164636) – Brown/Realtree®

Avail: Jan. 2020

SQUaRe 30 GIZMO BaCKPaCK

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Lid features a top hatch for easy access
• Comfortable rubberized grip handles click 

together for easy carrying
• Adjustable removable shoulder strap
• Pass-through panel on back for use over 

telescoping handles
• Gusseted front slip pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep food 
and drinks cooler longer

• Deep, insulated front pocket provides additional 
storage

• Padded backpack straps with adjustable sternum 
strap for hands-free carrying

• Side mesh hydration pockets with additional straps to 
keep taller bottles in place

• Padded zip pocket on back to store flat, dry items like 
books, magazines, and tablets

• Gusseted front slip pocket for extra storage
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner30 Cans

Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64640 (DI: 164640) –Brown/ Realtree®

Avail: Jan. 2020

30 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Item #: 64642 (DI: 164642) – Brown/Realtree®

Avail: Jan. 2020
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Seadrift

Hard LiNer COOLer (HLC) 24 SNaPdOWN 36 COaSt COOLer 36

• Quick-access lid hatch
• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 

food and drinks cooler longer
• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 

to help ensure lasting use
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware 
• Compact size is great for boating and storage
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial soft 

liner

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Clip-down ends for added cold retention
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Top handles for easy carrying
• Compact size is great for boating and storage
• Removable, padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• Quick-access lid hatch
• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 

food and drinks cooler longer
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Compact size is great for boat consoles
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Comfortable rubberized grip top handles click 

together for easy carrying
• Removable, padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

24 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

64562 
DI: 164562
White / Gray

64568 
DI: 164568
White / Gray

64574 
DI: 164574
White / Gray

64564 
DI: 164564
Gray / Black

64570 
DI: 164570
Gray / Black

64576 
DI: 164576
Gray / Black

64566 
DI: 164566
Blue / Navy

64572 
DI: 164572
Blue / Navy

64578 
DI: 164578
Blue / Navy

SWitCH BaCKPaCK

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 
storage

• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Hideaway padded backpack straps for hands-free 

carrying
• Two ways to carry: (1) As a backpack, or (2) 

Backpack straps can be stowed away in zippered 
back pocket to convert the cooler into a tote 

• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner
• Padded fabric-wrapped top grab handle

30 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

64580 
DI: 164580
White / Gray

64582 
DI: 164582
Gray / Black

64584 
DI: 164584
Blue / Navy
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Seadrift

64586 
DI: 164586
Tie Dye

64594 
DI: 164594
Tie Dye

64602 
DI: 164602
Tie Dye

64588 
DI: 164588
Blanket 
Stripes

64596 
DI: 164596
Blanket 
Stripes

64604 
DI: 164604
Blanket 
Stripes

64590 
DI: 164590
Tropical 
Getaway

64598 
DI: 164598
Tropical 
Getaway

64606 
DI: 164606
Tropical 
Getaway

64592 
DI: 164592
Tropical Floral

64600 
DI: 164600
Tropical Floral

64608 
DI: 164608
Tropical Floral

Hard LiNer COOLer (HLC) 24 SNaPdOWN 36 COaSt COOLer 36 SWitCH BaCKPaCK

64610 
DI: 164610
Tie Dye

64612 
DI: 164612
Blanket 
Stripes

64614 
DI: 164614
Tropical 
Getaway

64616 
DI: 164616
Tropical Floral

• Top hatch for easy access
• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 

food and drinks cooler longer
• Removable, easy to clean, hard plastic liner
• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 

to help ensure lasting use
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Compact size is great for boating and storage
• Padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Clip-down ends for added cold retention
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Top handles for easy carrying
• Compact size is great for boating and storage
• Removable, padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• Top hatch for easy access
• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 

food and drinks cooler longer
• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 

storage
• Size works great in boat consoles
• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Comfortable rubberized grip top handles click 

together for easy carrying
• Removable, padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner

24 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

36 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020

• Made of 600-denier polyester with a TPE coating 
to help ensure lasting use

• MaxCold® insulation with 25% more foam to keep 
food and drinks cooler longer

• Deep, gusseted front pocket provides additional 
storage

• Non-corrosive, durable hardware
• Adjustable, padded air mesh backpack straps for 

hands-free carrying 
• Leak resistant, antimicrobial liner
• Two ways to carry: (1) As a backpack, or (2) 

Backpack straps can be stowed away in zippered 
back pocket to convert the cooler into a tote 

30 Cans
Case Pack: 2
Avail: Jan. 2020
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Trend - Black & WhiTe

64458 
DI: 164458
Stripe

64480 
DI: 164480
Stripe

64502 
DI: 164502
Stripe

64460 
DI: 164460
Cross

64462 
DI: 164462
Floral

64482 
DI: 164482
Cross

64484 
DI: 164484
Floral

64506 
DI: 164506
Floral

64504 
DI: 164504
Cross

leFTOVer TOTe Mini eSSenTial TOTe eSSenTial TOTe

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Wide bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Avail: Jan. 2020

14 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

VerTical lUnch

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Top handle carrying with comfort grip
• Large gusseted front zipper pocket for additional 

storage
• Mesh side hydration pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64524 
DI: 164524
Stripe

64526 
DI: 164526
Cross

64528 
DI: 164528
Floral
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Trend - Wild

64464 
DI: 164464
Animal Spots

64486 
DI: 164486
Animal Spots

64508 
DI: 164508
Animal Spots

64466 
DI: 164466
Leopards

64488 
DI: 164488
Leopards

64510 
DI: 164510
Leopards

leFTOVer TOTe Mini eSSenTiAl TOTe eSSenTiAl TOTe

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Wide bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Avail: Jan. 2020

14 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

VerTiCAl lUnCH

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Top handle carrying with comfort grip
• Large gusseted front zipper pocket for additional 

storage
• Mesh side hydration pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64530 
DI: 164530
Animal Spots

64532 
DI: 164532
Leopards
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Trend - AbsTrAcT

LeFTOVer TOTe MInI essenTIAL TOTe essenTIAL TOTe

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Wide bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Avail: Jan. 2020

14 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64468 
DI: 164468
Fuchsia

64490 
DI: 164490
Fuchsia

64512 
DI: 164512
Fuchsia

64470 
DI: 164470
Blush

64492 
DI: 164492
Blush

64514 
DI: 164514
Blush

VerTIcAL LUncH

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Top handle carrying with comfort grip
• Large gusseted front zipper pocket for additional 

storage
• Mesh side hydration pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64534 
DI: 164534
Fuchsia

64536 
DI: 164536
Blush
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Trend - Floral

64472 
DI: 164472
Blue

64494 
DI: 164494
Blue

64516 
DI: 164516
Blue

64474 
DI: 164474
Aquamarine

64496 
DI: 164496
Aquamarine

64518 
DI: 164518
Aquamarine

leFToVer ToTe MInI eSSenTIal ToTe eSSenTIal ToTe

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Wide bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Avail: Jan. 2020

14 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

VerTICal lUnCH

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Top handle carrying with comfort grip
• Large gusseted front zipper pocket for additional 

storage
• Mesh side hydration pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64538 
DI: 164538
Blue

64540 
DI: 164540
Aquamarine
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Trend - PainTerly

64476 
DI: 164476
Rust Hearts

64498 
DI: 164498
Rust Hearts

64520 
DI: 164520
Rust Hearts

64478 
DI: 164478
Brush Strokes

64500 
DI: 164500
Brush Strokes

64522 
DI: 164522
Brush Strokes

leFTOVer TOTe Mini eSSenTial TOTe eSSenTial TOTe

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Larger bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Back slip pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and 
drinks

• Wide bottom accommodates packing meals flat
• Folds flat for convenient storage
• Front zipper pocket for additional storage
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

9 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

9 Cans
Case Pack: 12
Avail: Jan. 2020

14 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

VerTiCal lUnCH

• Sized to fit most frozen meals, plus snacks and drinks
• Top handle carrying with comfort grip
• Large gusseted front zipper pocket for additional 

storage
• Mesh side hydration pocket
• Leak resistant, easy to clean, antimicrobial liner

5 Cans
Case Pack: 6
Avail: Jan. 2020

64542 
DI: 164542
Rust Hearts

64544 
DI: 164544
Brush Strokes



Igloo Products Corp.
777 Igloo Road

Katy, Texas 77494


